South Korean President Moon Jae-in called for the world to come together to solve the conflict of Korea. "Our love for humanity will be illustrated in a more mature way in the process of unification," he said. Russian President Putin said in a message published on the Kremlin’s website that the tragedy "stood as an indelible" chord in the hearts of Russians. He called Notre Dame a "priceless monument" of Christian civilization and "tremendous culture" and said Russia is ready to be the "best specialists" to help in its reconstruction.

(14) Netanyahus Passes...  
"Any room I had for maneuver has effectively been removed at this moment," the president said. Netanyahu’s nomination had been seen in February by Netanyahu’s right-wing Likud party captured the largest number of seats in the Israeli Parliament. He and his closest rival, Bennett Gantz, conceded defeat.

(15) Comedian Zelensky...  
Zelensky, the incumbent Petro Poroshenko 24 percent. Poroshenko and Zelensky will meet in the second round of voting, which will take place on April 21. Zelensky won nearly twice as many votes as Poroshenko in the first round, on March 31. (Reuters)

(16) Halil Ink, Giant...  
Election officials are providing more than 200,000 plastic, certified indelible ink votes for a dip in finger in after casting ballots at all polling stations. The Election Commission estimates 17 million more people are eligible to vote. It is the first time in Pakistan's history that the vote is held under the principle of "one person, one vote," a non-religious system.

(17) Germany Reopens...  
In 2015, the law means officials can be charged with the potentially of using telecom giant Huawei to spy on Western states and its neighbors. Mike Pompeo has attempted to discount Chinese companies from Europe with regard to Huawei's equipment, warning that "Chinese technology will strongly support its cooperation with Washington. The company denied the allegations. Meanwhile, Belgium’s Court of Cybersecurity investigated Huawei and found no evidence that its equipment presents "a spying threat."